
Give The Best Gift You Could Give 
A REAL Way Out Of The Madness 

 
At this time of year when everybody wants to hold their loved ones close, today many 
are “celebrating” the holiday season by visiting loved ones who are locked up in 
overcrowded cages and treated worse than animals—caught in the traps set for them 
by this system long before they were born.  But there IS a way out, real hope.  
 
Not by looking to heaven but by making revolution right here on earth.  There is a way 
to do that, out of the conditions today.  And there is leadership for that way, in Bob 
Avakian. 
 
There’s more of a chance than there has ever been in our lifetimes to get rid of this hell 
through a real revolution. It’s not gonna be easy, but why would we do anything less 
when a better world is possible? To understand why and how, watch the new interviews 
with revolutionary leader Bob Avakian: Heart and Soul and Hard-Core for Revolution on 
YouTube.com/TheRevcoms. 
 
Bob Avakian (BA) recognizes the potential of the youth in the hardest hell to break out 
of what this system has them caught up in, he sees and speaks to their deeper 
aspirations for a future worth living in. He struggles hard with these youth to put their 
lives, creativity and energy into a chance to get this system off their backs, and off the 
backs of the people of the world, so no young person ever has to live a life of such 
desperation and hopelessness. Nobody speaks to these youth – or for these youth – 
with the revolutionary depth, science, sharpness and humanity like Bob Avakian.   
 
Scan the QR code to watch a video clip from the Bob Avakian 
Interviews with a response from Chicago members of the Revolution 
Club. Then watch the whole 3-part interview at 
YouTube.com/TheRevcoms. While you’re getting into it, start sharing 
this clip with everyone you know and donate to help this spread.  
 
As 2022 comes to a close and we look at what kind of year 2023 will 
be, be part of how we make it a year of revolution. Give the gift of a way out of this 
madness and make it your mission to put revolution on the map. 
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Revcom.us 
YouTube.com/TheRevcoms 
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